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fashion management
Commercial management and strategy for fashion products, from
the development to the production and distribution.
Directors: Natalia Tennenbaum and Nora Zarranz
Area coordinator: Iván Soldo
60* IED credits
Online module: January -April
On-site module: April - July
Online thesis: July - November
m-f from 9.30 to 13.30 and from 15.00 to 18.00 h

Entry requirements
Curriculum vitae / Letter of interest
Project Portfolio (max 3Mb) / Web
Personal interview as deemed necessary by the Academic Coordination Team
Admissions
+34 914 480 444 | info@madrid.ied.es
Aimed at graduates in the field of Fashion, Marketing, Management
and Product Management - Master will be taught in English

Price
€11.900 (€2.500 registration fee + €9.400 course fee)
For more information master.iedmadrid.com
Accommodation in Madrid (optional): hospitality@madrid.ied.es

*The teaching planning of all the IED Master courses is based on the criteria established by the European Higher Education Area (EHEA).
IED Master adopts its own credit system which follows the structure of the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS).
IED Master only awards private qualifications.
This leaflet is for guidance only and the information contained herein is subject to change.
Although the official language is English, this programme may have some sporadic activities in Spanish.
All of the images in this leaflet are projects by students or photographs of the premises and activities of the programme.
Because of issues regarding space, equipment and faculty availability, there may be changes in the timetable and dates of the programme.
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Welcome to the IED

Why study at IED Master?

The Istituto Europeo di Design is an international
network that emerged in Italy in 1966 and today has 11
schools between Italy, Spain and Brazil. With a wide
range of training programmes in the areas of fashion,
product and interior design, visual communication and
marketing, it is the largest design and management
campus in Europe.

IED Master is the IED Madrid graduate school, a
dynamic and innovative laboratory, focused on debate
and research, where the best conditions are offered to
learn in a creative environment.

Our experience over 50 years has resulted in an
innovative and unique academic model that trains
professionals who are able to adapt to a changing
society.

Over 20 years
designing in Madrid
A historic palace, a Modernist building and a new
Fab Lab equipped with the latest technology (laser
cutter, 3D printers, CNC milling machines, etc.) offer
everything necessary to become a professional.
The IED Madrid has three spaces in the city
centre, computer suites with the best programmes,
photography studios, model-making workshops,
fashion, screen printing and Risograph workshops,
an up-to-date library with publications and industry
magazines… It is a creative space with activities open
to all citizens and to the more than 1,500 students each
year who work on designing the future.

Experience
50 years’ experience in all disciplines of design and
communication.
Training
Our training is innovative, cross-curricular,
multidisciplinary and linked to the professional reality.
We learn by doing, via a methodology that balances
theory and practice.

IED Madrid. Palacio de Altamira

Faculty
Our teaching staff is made up of working professionals
from the national and international spheres.
Networking
Networking and collaboration with companies and
institutions in the sector.
Environment
A multicultural environment among students and
professionals, to favour an enriching professional and
personal experience.
Location
A privileged location in the Madrid city centre, a
European capital with a strong cultural scene which is
accessible and constantly changing.
Fab Lab IED Madrid

What does it offer
professionally?
1

A large network of contacts
between students,
professionals and businesses.

2

Personalised guidance on
Professional Orientation to
facilitate practical work and
to help students enter the
work market.

3

Contact with companies,
organizations and
institutions seeking talent
among our students.

4

IED Madrid platform and
media for the dissemination
of activities, prizes and other
initiatives by our alumni.

Mozzafiato Space
The IED Madrid offers a specialized library for students,
teachers and the general public. It is the perfect place to
relax, work, read and exchange ideas.

Fab Lab IED Madrid
Since 2015 we offer an innovative space
which is part of the Fab Labs network –
Fab Foundation, promoted by the MIT— a
workshop for manual, digital and finishing
fabrication, focusing on entrepreneurship,
research and training under the IED
philosophy: learning by doing.

Classrooms
The academic reality of the
IED Madrid can be lived and
felt in classrooms designed to
accommodate the different
specialties of our design
courses.

Photography Studio
Equipped with cameras
and professional lighting
equipment, the set is open
to all students who want
to work on their creative
projects: portrait or product
sessions, fashion shoots,
films, advertising montage,
etc.

Exhibition Space
This room hosts all kinds of
exhibitions, from painting to
illustration, multimedia, editorial
design, photography, etc. Since
it first opened in 2006 it has
offered a continued and varied
programme.
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Blended Masters
The Blended Masters are the perfect opportunity to
improve your professional activity. A mixed training
programme (online and on-site) which adapts to your
needs to drive your career forward without slowing
down your current lifestyle.
These Masters are designed to provide high-level
training to those who, because of professional
commitments or geographical distance, cannot train in
any other way.
During the online section, the collaborative environment
of the IED Campus allows students to connect with the
programme and learn, without disconnecting from their
professional and personal lives.
Later on, the on-site section of the programme rounds
off the training journey with experience based on direct
and exclusive access to professionals in the sector, the
participation in cultural activities and an enriching
personal experience which promotes a comprehensive
and objective view of the business reality.

Objectives

Professional Opportunities

Due to the frantic speed with which fashion articles are launched
nowadays, and faced with consumers who are more and more
demanding, it is of prime importance that products reach the
final consumer exactly as they were presented, without defects,
at a suitable price and in the stipulated time.
On the other hand, factors like the consolidation of new
technologies, real time, the development of new markets and
production decentralization, force the textile sector to be
constantly seeking solutions and improvements with which they
can innovate and succeed.
Starting from this premise, the master was created to train
professionals in the sphere of development, management and
distribution of the fashion product in its widest sense, and from
an international perspective.

1

Acquiring global knowledge about
the complex world of fashion and
how its market works

2

Knowing about the life process
of the fashion product, from its
design, to production and sale

6

Understanding the role of the
commercial department and the
different distribution and sales
channels

7

Understanding the management of
a physical and online store

3

Understanding the important part
played by marketing and brand
management in fashion

8

Acquiring the tools necessary
to be able to become a future
entrepreneur

4

Acquiring the necessary tools to
be able to apply profitability and
efficiency criteria

9

Knowing the cosmetics industry as
a fundamental part of the fashion
business

5

Acquiring the industry’s key
negotiation and management skills

1

Product Manager

6

Retail Manager

2

Brand Manager

7

Trade Marketing

3

Distribution Manager

8

Key Account Manager

4

Buyer

9

Consultant

5

Merchandiser

Course Directors

Natalia Tennenbaum

Nora Zarranz Oliveró

She developed her professional career in the store
chain Musgo where she was Purchasing Manager and
later she worked in the same position for the own
children brand of Hipercor for El Corte Inglés. She has
an extensive experience in children textile and is an
expert of the Asian market, both in production and
supplier management subjects in Asia and the great
trade fairs Canton, Hong Kong, etc. as well as in direct
negotiations with Bangladesh, India, China, etc.

She has a large career in management and marketing
positions, both inside and outside the world of
fashion. She spent several years working at a
business consulting both in Spain and in the United
Kingdom, where she developed a deep knowledge
about management and commercial management.

Nowadays, she is the Purchasing Responsible of
Perfumery and Selective Cosmetics at El Corte
Inglés, providing knowledge about the direction and
management of the luxury brands, a strategic sector
within the fashion world.

Nowadays, she is the Home Purchasing Manager
at Hipercor and has previously worked in positions
of responsibility in the Accessory Purchasing
Department and in the Fashion Marketing
Department at El Corte Inglés, which has provided
her a complete vision of all the processes required in
the management of fashion products.

“The Blended Master in Fashion
Management is presented
as training for professionals
who wish to expand on their
knowledge regarding all aspects
of the management of a fashion
company, including all the phases
in which the product is conceived,
the design process, development,
price policy, promotions, supply
chain, etc. from a very practical
perspective."
Natalia Tennenbaum and Nora Zarranz

Faculty
Among the professionals taking
part in the course we can highlight,
among others:

Sandra Manresa
Industry Manager Fashion Brands
at Google
María Pardo
Director of the magazine Marie Claire
Stephane Pitoy
Operations Manager at Amazon BuyVIP
Pedro Muro Calero
Head Footwear Designer at
Massimo Dutti
Hazel Robinson
Chief Designer
Clara Gamero
Product Coordinator of Starlite
Javier Gomez Blanzaco
Creative Director at El Corte Inglés
Thomas Schwartz
Amazon Buy Vip Vendor Manager
Valerie de Baeque
Consultant and Public Relations
Miguel Gallastegui
Marketing Director at
Elizabeth Arden
Alberto Corcóstegui
Founding partner and CEO of
No Limits Media
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How we do it

All the content is taught through:

The teaching methodology at IED Master Madrid
is the result of 50 years of innovation and research
in the education sector. It is based on a model that
combines learning specific content for the course
chosen, cross-curricular subjects shared by all
design areas and online lessons via Campus; with
all the advantages of having a faculty of working
professionals who are able to convey to our students
the reality of the world of work.

Theoretical and practical classes
You will learn the contents of the program
through lectures, solving practical cases and
studying real life examples; in this way, you
will gain a foundation of knowledge which will
ensure the successful implementation of ideas.
Project method
One of the methodological foundations of our
courses is the use of case studies, in which
real projects, that could take place in any
company, are developed. Here, you can apply
the knowledge acquired during the course and
experiment with different tools.
Lectures
You will learn about the experiences of some of
the most outstanding professionals in order to
understand various examples from the current
professional scene and answer questions and
concerns.

Visits
You'll be able to see the various spaces in
which are developed some of the professional
activities of each sector and establish a strong
network of contacts.
Workshops
You can customize your programme with a
series of elective activities to incentivise your
selection and interest criteria and encourage
curiosity.
Events
With the cultural activity of IED Master you
will have experiences in various fields, with the
aim of encouraging aspects linked to creativity,
processes and critical thinking.

What you will learn
The Blended Master in Fashion Management is based on the
acquisition of knowledge in the fields of management, marketing
and purchases, allowing students to gain the necessary skills
and practical experiences in the field of fashion product
management, in the areas of prêt-à-porter, accessories and
cosmetics.

1

To know all the technical aspects
related to the stages of design,
development or distribution of a
fashion product

2

To be able to understand all the
direction stages of a product:
the planning of a collection, the
positioning, the sales and purchases
analysis, the shopping performance,
the mark- up, the suppliers and the
logistics

3

To know: the role of an international
product manager, how a product is
managed, its positioning, the release
of new products in several countries,
how cultural reasons influence and
how it is the strategic and tactical
planning for the price fixing

6

To be able to analyse the essential
data and business indicators when
designing a strategic planning,
both in marketing management,
communication and product
management or commercialization

7

To deeply know the structure of a
fashion company, how the different
departments are organized and its
organization chart

8

To understand the functions and
the objectives of the different
departments

9

To understand what the strategic
management is and how it is
managed by objectives, mission and
values

4

To understand how the fashion
market works: where trends are
generated, who creates them and
how consumer reacts before them

10

To acquire new points of view
required for the new business
management such as creativity,
change management or innovation

5

To recognize the difference between
marketing, communication and
advertisement and to be able of
presenting a strategy at different
levels

11

To have the required knowledge to
be able to do a business plan and
undertake their own business

Programme
MODULE 1

MODULE 3

Product Management

The Digital World

The objective of this module is the detailed knowledge
of the product management since its commercial
necessity arises in the market until it is sold, passing
through the design, the production, the negotiation with
suppliers and the management of the distribution and
logistics channel.
––Trends in fashion
––Segmentation of the luxury market and retail
––Structure of a collection
––Budget management
––Supplier management
––Logistics and supply

A complete view of the digital world in fashion will be
shown to the student: market and main actors, current
and future trends, digital marketing, the role of logistics
and the advantages and challenges that fashion has in
the online world versus the offline world.
––Terminology and main tools
––Digital marketing
––Operations in the online world
––Digital communication

MODULE 2

MODULE 4

Marketing and Commercial Management

Management and Entrepreneurship

The importance of the marketing and sales department
within fashion will be analysed, disclosing its main
tools like communication, visual merchandising
or promotions. Besides, the importance of the
brand management and its implications within the
fashion business will be shown. Lastly, a particular
emphasis will be placed on the digital world and on its
possibilities within marketing.

With this module you will acquire the necessary skills
to become an entrepreneur in the field of fashion,
gaining a strategic vision and a wide knowledge
of the current financial situation and the world of
entrepreneurship.

––Fashion market
––Strategic Marketing
––Operational Marketing
––Branding and Brand Management
––Advertising, communication and public relations
––Marketing in perfumery and cosmetics

––General Direction
––21st Century Business Culture
––Corporate Social Responsibility
––Entrepreneurship

FINAL PROJECT MODULE

FREE CHOICE MODULE

The final project is the moment in which all the
knowledge acquired will be put to the test.
It is developed, in most cases, in cooperation with a
company in the sector and aims to develop and present
a project, thus favouring experience of the professional
reality.
You will work alone or in a team, and you will present
the project to the client and a professional jury. This
project will help prepare you to tackle your future job.

You can customize your program with a series of free
choice activities that will incentivise your selection
and interest criteria and encourage curiosity.

FOUNDATION SUBJECTS MODULE

These experiences range from events such as IED
Design Experience, Map Makers, Makers Challenge
Day... to multidisciplinary workshops, online elective
subjects, experiences outside the school, travel, etc.

In addition to the specific contents of your program,
you will be able to access new materials that will
immerse you in the world of design and the creative
spirit that characterizes the Istituto Europeo di Design.
These contents will provide new insights related to the
values of
 the school and are taught primarily online.
Some of the themes that you will study in this module
are:
––Theory and History of Design
––Project Methodology
––Design and visual communication tools
––Foundations of communication
––Sustainability

These activities will enrich your experience at the IED
Madrid, allowing you to immerse yourself in the value
of the own multidisciplinary nature of our school.
You can change your specialisation, delve into other
realities and thus promote the diversity of subjects and
opportunities that you can access during your training
journey.

The IED in the world.
Global Design

Madrid
Barcelona
Cagliari
Como
Florencia
Milán
Río de Janeiro
Roma
São Paulo
Turín
Venecia

general information
ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN. C/ Larra, 14 28004 Madrid. Mercantile register: Tome 7617, Book
0, Folio 201, Section 8, Page no. M - 123199, 1st registration. Director IED Madrid: Riccardo Marzullo.
The IED offers Official Degrees in Design – Graphic
Design, Product Design, Interior Design (code
28073045), whose training leads to the obtaining of an
official and recognized qualification by the Education
Department of the Madrid Region, order number
364/2010, of the 2nd of February, 2011. Provisional
study plans, pending approval. Itineraries in the
process of being regulated by the Madrid Region. The
IED also teaches courses leading to its own qualifications, which do not lead to an official qualification,
– three-, two- and one-year courses, MAs, advanced
training, specialization and summer courses. In some
cases, special technical skills will be required.
All courses are attendance-based. For any information
on the duration of each course, start and end dates,
number of teaching hours and practical hours,
please see the leaflets for each department, available
to all students. The cost of school material varies
depending on the course chose, ranging between
€20 and €160. Additionally, the cost of the necessary
materials to carry out projects ranges, depending on
the course chosen, between €30 and €270. The cost
of this material will be the responsibility of each
student, taking into account that the IED offers its
students the use of its IT, fashion and product design
workshops. The courses are taught from Monday to
Friday at the premises of the IED, and, occasionally,
on Saturdays. The timetable runs from 9:00 to 23:00.
The minimum number of registrations to carry out a
course is 15 students. The hours mentioned in each
programme include teaching hours, project tutorials,
practical classes in laboratories and cultural visits,
depending on each course. The IED offers a Professional Guidance Service to its students, as well as the
practical experience agreement form (a maximum
of 400 hours) and the list of available companies.
The registration period opens eleven months before
the start of the course, and closes once the available
places have been filled. The annual fee is divided into
a registration fee and a course fee. The reservation
of each place will be formalized by means of the
payment of the registration fee. The IED recognizes
students’ right to drop out of a course in certain
cases. This information, as well as that describing
the causes, formalities and consequences of the
resolution of the contract, is included in the general
regulations, available to the public at the offices of the
Information and Guidance Service and Administration Department. The IED organizes a yearly competition to offer a grant which may cover the course fee.
As of the publication of this leaflet, the IED Master
Madrid has a faculty of active professionals made up

of 15 PhDs, 145 graduates and 53 professionals with
other qualifications. The prices of the courses depend
on their duration, the credits offered, the language
in which they are taught and the provenance of each
student. For more information please write to info@
madrid.ied.es.
REGISTRATION FEE PAYMENT: BANK DEPOSIT
AND SUBMISSION OF THE BANK RECEIPT BY
FAX TO 91 448 01 22 OR E-MAIL TO info@madrid.
ied.es SPECIFYING THE NAME OF THE STUDENT.
Payments from Spain: Banco Popular Español. C/
Génova, 20 · 28004 Madrid. Istituto Europeo di Design. Account Number: 0075-0322-81-0600446618.
Payments from abroad: Banco Popular Español. C/
Génova, 20 · 28004 Madrid · Spain. Istituto Europeo
di Design. Swift code: POPUESMM. IBAN Code: ES65
0075-0322-81-0600446618. In cash: CHEQUE MADE
OUT TO ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN S.L.
CREDIT CARD (VISA, MASTERCARD). PAYMENT
OF THE COURSE FEE: A single payment of the total
course fee (by means of one of the payment options
listed for the registration fee), to be paid one month
prior to the start of the course. Payment in instalments by financing the course fee through a financial
institution, processed one month prior to the start
of the course, as described in the information leaflet
available to students at the Information and Guidance
Service and Administration offices of the IED Madrid.
Acceptance is subject to approval by the financial
institution.
The ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN, S.L reserves
the right to update, modify or remove the information
contained in this information leaflet. Additionally, the
company fulfils all personal data protection security
measures as stated in RD 1720/2007.

training programmes on
o f f e r at t h e i e d m a d r i d
Official Undergraduate Degree in Design
European Double Qualification Programme
Higher Level Training Cycle
Three Year Course
One Year Course
Summer Courses
Junior Courses
Kids Courses

Masters
Blended Masters
Masters of Design and Innovation
Postgraduate Courses
Weekend Courses

IED Master Madrid
Calle Larra 14, 28004 Madrid

+34 914 480 444
info@madrid.ied.es
Skype: master.iedmadrid

IED Madrid
Calle Flor Alta 8, 28004 Madrid

facebook.com/IEDmadrid
twitter.com/IEDmadrid
instagram.com/IED.madrid

master.iedmadrid.com

IED Innovation Lab
Avenida Pedro Díez 3, 28019 Madrid

IED Network: Madrid, Barcelona,
Cagliari, Como, Florencia, Milán,
Río de Janeiro, Roma, São Paulo,
Turín, Venecia

